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VDAT lawsuit against Porsche 
 

 VDAT wins to the full extent at the Higher Regional Court (OLG Stuttgart) 

 Revision is allowed to the German Federal Court of Justice (BGH) 

 
 
Dear ETO members, 

back in November 2013 our member the VDAT e.V. filed a lawsuit in Germany against the sports car manufacturer 
Porsche which did not want vehicles, accessories, and spare parts to be supplied to the tuning industry. The issue is 
of extreme importance to the tuning industry as it could lead to other vehicle manufacturers following the restrictive 
practice of Porsche. 

On the 2nd of April 2020 there was a judgment in front of the OLG (Oberlandesgericht) Stuttgart: 

The VDAT won to the full extent! - the OLG ruling confirms the concerns of the VDAT in respect of the antitrust law. 

Porsche is no longer allowed to prohibit its dealers from selling new Porsche vehicles, spare parts and accessories to 
tuning companies for use in their own operations - Stuttgart Higher Regional Court Judgment of the 2nd of April, 2020 
(Az. 2 U 88/17).Specifically, the court case is in respect of two clauses in the Porsche dealer contracts, which 
prohibits the Porsche Centers (PZ) the sale of new Porsche vehicles, spare parts and accessories to tuning 
companies.  

Exception: The tuning company commits itself to the respective Porsche center in writing and under the threat of 
contractual penalty not to use the delivered new cars or parts for tuning purposes. 

It is the view of the OLG Stuttgart that the dealer clauses, as well as the declarations of commitment are in violation 
of the German and European antitrust law.  

The court has therefore prohibited Porsche the further use of the clauses and declarations of commitment. The OLG 
Stuttgart has approved the revision to the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof), so it is currently not legally 
binding. Despite the clear justification for the judgment, it can be assumed that the defendant (Porsche) will appeal 
against the OLG ruling and take the path to the BGH. We will keep you informed of the developments. 

This member information is only valid for internal informational purposes and does not replace or serve as legal 
advice. In case you have questions about the content and scope of the decision please contact Mr. Harald Schmidtke 
via his email address hs2@vdat.de. 
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